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Circulating  alpha  fetoprotein  (AFP)  is a diagnostic  and  prognostic  biomarker  for  hepatocellular  carcinoma
(HCC)  with  potential  utility  as  a  pharmacodynamic  endpoint  in  rodent  tumor  models.  This  application  is
limited, however,  by  low  sample  volumes,  highlighting  the  need  for  sensitive,  sample-sparing  biomarker
assay  methods.  In order  to  improve  the  utility  of  AFP  as  an  oncology  biomarker,  we developed  a  method
for  AFP  using  the  GyrolabTM, an  automated  microimmunoassay  platform.  Commercially  available  anti-
bodies  were  screened  to  identify  optimal  combinations  that  were  then  used  in a multi-factorial  design  of
iomarker
alidation
yros
lpha fetoprotein

mmunoassay

experiments  (DOE)  to  optimize  reaction  conditions.  Analytical  validation  included  assessments  of accu-
racy  and  precision  (A&P),  and  dilutional  linearity/hook  effect,  as  well  as reagent  and  sample  stability.  The
method is  reliable,  with  total  error,  a  measure  of  accuracy  and  precision,  less  than  30%  for  all  concen-
trations  tested.  AFP  concentrations  were  measurable  in  diseased  mice  and  undetectable  in  normal  mice.
Therefore, this  novel,  low  volume  AFP  immunoassay  is  suitable  for pre-clinical  drug  development,  where
its miniaturized  format  facilitates  serial  sampling  in  rodent  models  of  cancer.
. Introduction

AFP is a 70 kDa glycoprotein produced during embryonic devel-
pment by the yolk sac and embryonic hepatocytes [1].  The protein
ecomes repressed during adult life with the exception of patients
uffering from liver pathologies including hepatitis C virus infec-
ions, cirrhosis of the liver, and some liver tumors, most notably
epatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [2]. This restricted expression
akes AFP a valuable biomarker of disease, with a diagnostic sen-

itivity and specificity of approximately 60% and 90%, respectively
t a cut-off of 20 ng/mL in the peripheral blood. The diagnostic sen-
itivity can improve to nearly 90% with the inclusion of additional
arkers such as squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCCA) [3].  Cir-

ulating AFP concentrations can also be predictive of outcome. In
epatocellular carcinoma patients treated with concurrent radi-
tion and chemotherapy, individuals showing a 50% decrease in
irculating AFP following treatment had better overall and pro-
ression free survival compared to the AFP non-responders [4,5].

n early AFP response appears to be a useful predictor of anti-
ngiogenic response in patients with advanced HCC [6].  Tumor
olume is correlated with serum AFP in a murine HCC xenograft
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model [7].  This relationship between AFP production and HCC
tumor burden suggests that circulating AFP might also be a useful
pharmacodynamic (PD) endpoint for oncology drug development.
In order to meet the small volume demands of mouse tumor ortho-
topic models, we  specifically chose to develop an assay on the
Gyrolab immunoassay platform.

Pharmacodynamic (PD) studies benefit greatly from reliable
analysis of multiple, serial samples from a single individual, which
reduces biological variability and increases confidence in drug
response profiles [9].  To this end, we developed an automated
microimmunoassay for measurement of circulating AFP in sam-
ples from mouse orthotopic tumor models. To our knowledge, this
report is the first example of the development of a PD biomarker
assay on the Gyrolab platform.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Monoclonal and polyclonal AFP-specific antibodies were pur-
chased from R&D Systems (#MAB13691, AF1369), Genetex
(#GTX23980, GTX77527, GTX19529) and Abcam (#ab91625).

Biotin labeling, for antibodies used as capture reagents, was  per-
formed using Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (Pierce, Rockford, IL) at a 12:1
molar ratio of Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (#21327) to antibody per man-
ufacture instructions. Alternately, antibodies were labeled with

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpba.2012.02.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/07317085
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpba
mailto:chad.a.ray@pfizer.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpba.2012.02.001
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lexa Fluor 647 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) using a labeling kit
#A-20186) per manufacturer instructions. AFP reference stan-
ard, purified from human umbilical cord serum, was  obtained
rom Fitzgerald Industries (#30R-AA031). Pooled SCID/beige/beige

ouse serum, plasma and CD-1 mouse serum (normal mouse
erum, NMS) were obtained from Bioreclamation, Inc. (Hicksville,
Y) and stored at -80 ◦C. Rexxip A (#4820), Rexxip F (#4825)
nd Superblock buffers were purchased from Gyros AB (Upsala,
weden) and Scytek Laboratories (West Logan, UT), respectively.
ll other reagents were considered noncritical.

.2. Antibody labeling and screening

To determine the optimal capture and detection antibody pair
o use for the AFP assay, seven commercial antibodies were tested
Table 1). Four of these antibodies were biotinylated and evaluated
s capture reagents at a concentration of 100 �g/mL. Four antibod-
es were labeled with a fluorescent dye (Alexa Fluor 647; Invitrogen,
arlsbad, CA) and used as detection reagents at 20 �g/mL.

.3. Gyrolab immunoassay

The Gyrolab platform uses compact discs (CD) fabricated with
icrofluidic channeling structures that enable parallel nanoliter-

cale immunoassays. The Gyrolab instrument also incorporates
utomated liquid handling and a fluorescence detection system
8]. The Bioaffy 1000 CD contains twelve segments each comprised
f eight microstructures. Each microstructure contains a sample
elivery channel, a column packed with streptavidin-coated beads
s well as a common reagent channel. Gyros technology utilizes
apillary action as well as centrifugal force for delivery of reagents
nd samples. Within each microstructure are multiple hydrophobic
arriers, allowing for containment of reagents and buffers and facil-

tating parallel processing of samples on the CD. These hydrophobic
arriers are overcome by an initial short, high velocity spin, fol-

owed by a decrease and subsequent incremental increase in speed,
hich allows reagents and samples to pass through the column. The

ystem can precisely dispense small sample volumes for up to 112
ample analyses. For example, the Gyrolab reproducibly dispenses
00 nL with a precision of 0.75% [8].

For the detection of AFP in mouse plasma, anti-human AFP anti-
odies were biotinylated or fluorescently labeled as previously
escribed. Standard curves and quality controls (QCs) were pre-
ared and diluted in 100% SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma prior to
ilution. All standards, QCs and samples were placed on a Bioaffy
000 CD and a modified Gyros 3-step method was  applied. The
-step or C–A–D method (Capture–Analyte–Detection) utilizes a
wo-wash program with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) setting of
% (Supplemental Table 1).

Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
nline version, at doi:10.1016/j.jpba.2012.02.001.

.4. Multi-factorial design of experiments for optimization

Design of experiments (DOE) has been used to optimize
mmunoassays previously [10,11]. A custom screening design in
MP  8.0 (SAS, Cary, NC) was created using four factors (capture
nd detection concentrations, buffer composition, and minimum
equired dilution). The buffer factor contained four options:
uperblock, Superblock with 5% NMS, Superblock with 5% NMS
nd 500 mM  sodium chloride (NaCl) and propriety Gyros buffers
exxip A and F (F is used only for dilution of detection reagents).

or each condition, a 7-point standard curve spanning from 4.55
o 4882 ng/mL was prepared in SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma
nd assayed in duplicate at 4-fold and 8-fold dilutions. In addi-
ion, quality control samples were prepared at two concentrations,
 Biomedical Analysis 64– 65 (2012) 8– 15 9

1000 ng/mL and 20 ng/mL, representing a high and low QC, respec-
tively. Each QC was assayed 4 times per condition at both dilutions.
The concentration values for each replicate were used to estimate
the accuracy and precision which was represented by a single out-
put parameter referred to as total error. The total error is the sum
of the imprecision (coefficient of variation, %CV) and the abso-
lute value of the inaccuracy (percent difference from theoretical,
%PDT)—see Section 2.9 below. The objective was  to minimize the
total error and maximize the signal to noise ratio at the lowest
standard concentration. All reagents were diluted manually and
transferred into a single source plate. The Gyrolab Wizard was used
to deliver the appropriate reagents to the correct sub-structures.
Following the screening design, two factors were kept constant
(buffer and dilution) and a response surface design was  created
using only the capture and detection concentration factors. Again,
a 7 point standard curve in duplicate (2.52–1500 ng/mL) and 4
replicates of the high QC (1000 ng/mL) and low QC (3.5 ng/mL)
were tested using three concentrations for capture (10, 55 and
100 �g/mL) and for detection (2, 11 and 20 �g/mL). The standard
and QC concentrations were adjusted based on the results from
the initial screening experiments. As in the screening design, the
objective was to maximize the signal to noise ratio and minimize
the total error.

2.5. DOE prediction confirmation experiment

A single accuracy and precision run was performed with a
7-point standard curve (2.52–1500 ng/mL) and ten replicates of
both the high and low QCs (1000 and 3.5 ng/mL, respectively) to test
the JMP  prediction. Using Gyros regression software, the calculated
concentrations were determined for each replicate.

2.6. Partial validation—accuracy and precision testing

The performance of the assay was determined over three
days of accuracy and precision (A&P) testing. AFP was  added
into SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma to final concentrations of
1500–2.52 ng/mL by performing 2.9-fold serial dilutions. AFP was
added into plasma to obtain QCs at 6 concentrations:—the upper
limit of quantification (ULOQ), high quality control (HQC), mid
quality control (MQC), low quality control (LQC), lower limit of
quantification (LLOQ) and the dilutional quality control (DQC). The
concentrations at these levels were as follows: 1250, 1000, 62.5,
10, 3.5 and 100,000 ng/mL, respectively. The ULOQ and LLOQ were
lower and higher in concentration, respectively, to account for the
inability of the Gyros regression software to extrapolate beyond
the highest and lowest standard points. The DQC was prepared by
adding AFP at 100,000 ng/mL; a 50-fold dilution from the original
stock concentration. This control was included to represent a high
concentration sample in 98% matrix, and then subsequently diluted
an additional 1000-fold into matrix.

2.7. Partial validation—dilutional linearity/hook effect and
carry-over

Dilutional linearity samples were prepared by spiking the AFP
stock into SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma at a 50-fold dilution.
After the initial dilution, the sample was serially diluted 4.5-fold
into matrix from 100,000 to 0.59 ng/mL. Within this range, three of
the samples (100,000–4938.3 ng/mL) were above the ULOQ,  allow-
ing for determination of the presence of a hook effect [12]. An
acceptance criterion of %CV < 25% was set for all dilutional linear-

ity/hook effect samples that were quantifiable within the range of
the assay.

The potential for carry-over from samples containing high
concentrations of AFP was addressed using a needle desorption

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpba.2012.02.001
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Table 1
AFP antibodies.

Antibody Vendor Catalog number Capture Detection

Anti-human AFP Mab  R&D Systems MAB13691 X X
Anti-human AFP Mab Genetex GTX23980 X
Anti-human AFP Mab  [6E6] Abcam ab91625 X
Anti-human AFP Pab, Biotinylateda R&D Systems BAF1369 X
Goat  anti-human AFP Pab Genetex GTX77527 X
Rabbit anti-human AFP Pab Genetex GRX19529 X
Anti-human AFP Pab R&D Systems AF1369 X

a Labeled by manufacturer.

Fig. 1. Antibody pair screening heat map. Seven commercially available antibodies were paired in specific combinations and screened for reactivity. Four antibodies (A–D)
were  biotinylated and used for AFP capture. Four antibodies (1–4) were Alexa Fluor 647-labeled and used as detection reagents. The pairs were examined using full standard
curves  made by adding purified AFP into either buffer (data not shown) or SCID beige/beige mouse plasma. (A) The results from each experiment were entered into JMP
software and plotted as a heat map, where change from low to high response is equivalent to change from the blue to the red end of the visible color spectrum. (B) The signal
to  noise ratio in the antibody pair screening experiment was  determined by dividing the response of the lowest standard point by the response of the blank. The pair with
the  highest ratio was  used throughout the rest of development, validation and sample analysis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is  referred to the web version of the article.)
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rotocol per manufacturer instructions. Briefly, the Gyrolab nee-
les were washed in 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution
ollowed by a 50 mM glycine wash. Next, a plate containing 24
amples was loaded onto the instrument. The first eight samples

ontained blank SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma, the second eight
amples contained SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma supplemented
ith 10,000 ng/mL of AFP followed by a third set of eight blank

amples. All the samples were diluted 4-fold prior to plating.

able 2
ummary of validation results.

Validation parameter SCID beige/beige mouse plasma

Intra assay quality
control A&P

3.2 to 23.6% TE
−17.5 to 9.7% PDT
1.6–9.2% CV

Inter assay quality
control A&P

5.4–20.3% TE
−10.9 to 1.3% PDT
4.6–10.7% CV

Calibration range A&P
(2.52–1500 ng/mL)

−0.9 to 1.4% PDT
1.5–11.8% CV

Stability Benchtop: up to 4 h
Gyrolab: up to 5 h
4 ◦C: up to 24 h
Freeze Thaw: up to 4 cycles

Dilutional linearity Up to 37,367-fold
Prozone No hook effect up to 100,000 ng/mL
2.8. Partial validation—process temperature and freeze–thaw
stability

All stability QCs were prepared by adding AFP to
SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma. For process temperature sta-
bility, we  compared the total error of fresh HQC  and LQC samples
to QCs incubated at ambient room temperature (ART) for 4 h, at
4 ◦C for 24 h and for 5 h at ambient instrument temperature (AIT).
Samples that had gone through one to four freeze–thaw cycles
were compared to freshly prepared HQC and LQC  samples. One
cycle consisted of freezing the sample at -80 ◦C for a minimum
of 1 h followed by thawing at room temperature. An acceptance
criterion of %CV <25% was  set for all stability samples.

2.9. Calculations

%PDT and TE were calculated as follows:

%Difference from theoretical (%PDT)

=
[

(mean calculated concentration − theoretical concentration)
theoretical concentration

]
× 100
Total error (TE) = (%CV  + |%PDT|)
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Fig. 2. Gyrolab Viewer images for antibody pair screening. The Gyrolab Viewer program provides various graphical and pictorial representations of column binding charac-
teristics for each individual sample. This information can be incorporated into sample analysis to inform on microstructure and sample integrity as well as antibody reactivity
and  affinity. Columns A, B and C represent antibody pair combinations A3, C1 and D3, respectively. Rows 1, 2 and 3 show three image types from the software—a top down
view  of the peak using a heat map  correlating to signal intensity, a side view of the same image and a graphical form, respectively. All images show intensity vs. radius
d  (C3). 
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irection. Image type 3 was  auto scaled to the combination with the highest signal
ample.

. Results

.1. Selection of capture and detection antibody pairs

The labeled antibodies were tested in pairs and used to detect
FP in SCID/beige/beige mouse plasma. The responses for each pair
ere evaluated qualitatively using a heat map  (Fig. 1A) as well as by
xamination of the signal to background ratio (signal to noise, S:N)
t the lowest standard curve concentration (Fig. 1B). According to
he heat map, two antibody pairs allow for robust detection of AFP
n mouse plasma, A3 and D3. Although the D3 pairing produces the
All images shown compare antibody pair combinations screened against the same

highest raw signal values, the signal to noise ratio is 2-fold higher
for the A3 combination (5.4 vs. 10.8). The maximal and blank matrix
raw responses for the A3 pairing were 804 and 1.9, respectively,
while the responses for the D3 pairing were 823 and 5.46, respec-
tively. Gyrolab Viewer software provides graphs and TIF images of
the peak profiles for individual columns. Theoretically, the opti-
mal  peak shape is a sharp signal increase at the leading edge of

the signal, followed by a relatively rapid decline. This pattern was
reflected in the peak shape of the two  antibody pairs that exhib-
ited robust signals, A3 and D3 (Fig. 2). In contrast, the C1 antibody
pairing (which had a low level response of approximately 2.0 and
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Fig. 3. DOE screening design results. Four factors were tested—capture antibody concentration (Capture), detection antibody concentration (Detection), minimum required
dilution (MRD) and assay buffer (buffer). A high and low concentration was tested for each continuous factor. Four different assay buffers were tested—Superblock, Superblock
with  5% NMS, Superblock with 5% NMS  and 500 mM NaCl (SB + NMS  + NaCl) and Gyros Rexxip buffers. Experiments were constructed in JMP  and evaluated on the Gyrolab.
The  results were entered into JMP  and the combination of factors that gave the greatest desirability—maximal signal to noise (S:N), minimal high QC total error (High TE)
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tively large due to two experiments where the conditions stretched
the assay to limits that were not appropriate to obtain reliable data
and subsequently led to increased error.

Fig. 4. Response surface design results. DOE in JMP  was continued by performing
a  response surface design for capture and detection antibody concentrations. Three
concentrations were tested for the capture (10, 55 and 100 �g/mL) and detection
nd  minimal low QC total error (Low TE)—are represented by the prediction profil
stimates and standard error when using the optimized conditions.

xhibited no significant change between blank and AFP-containing
tandards), shows a very uneven peak profile which is indicative of
uctuation close to background.

.2. Evaluation of assay parameters using DOE

A custom multi-factorial screening design was used to test a
ubset of the 32 possible combinations of conditions in order to
inimize the error and maximize the S:N ratio of the assay. The

hree continuous factors were capture and detection concentra-
ions and MRD  (minimum required dilution). A categorical factor
as included to identify the best buffer composition. Each contin-
ous factor was tested at a high and low level and four categories
ere tested for buffer composition. The goal of the model was  to
nd the combination of the tested factors that would minimize the
rror and maximize the S:N ratio when a desirability function was
pplied [13]. In JMP  software, this type of data is graphically rep-
esented by a prediction profiler, with the responses and factors
pplied across the y-axis and x-axis, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the
rediction profiler after the desirability for each combination of
actors was maximized to yield the lowest total error values and
ighest sensitivity. According to this prediction, the optimal for-
at  should be achieved by using antibody capture at 100 �g/mL,

etection at 3.83 �g/mL, a 4-fold dilution and Superblock with 5%
MS and 500 mM NaCl.

In order to further characterize the best possible format, AFP
ssay development was continued using a response surface design
14]. For this analysis, the MRD  and assay buffer conditions were
ept constant from the previous experiment and additional concen-
rations for both the capture and detection steps were incorporated.
he response surface model (RSM) provided a set of eight exper-
ments that tested capture and detection antibody concentrations
t three levels. As in the screening experiment, the High TE, Low
E and S:N data from these experiments were again evaluated as
he output in JMP. The prediction profiler suggests that in order

o maximize the desirability for each of the responses the assay
hould use a capture concentration of 100 �g/mL and a detection
oncentration of 11.1 �g/mL (Fig. 4). Also, nonlinearity was seen in
he responses for the capture factor. Statistical predictions for the
e optimized factors are displayed on the x-axis. The y-axis displays the prediction

responses with these conditions were High TE of 11.98 ± 19.36, Low
TE of 6.51 ± 33.48 and S:N of 4.21 ± 1.45. The TE ranges were rela-
(2,  11 and 20 �g/mL) reagents. The combination of factors that gave the greatest
desirability—maximal signal to noise (S:N), minimal high QC total error (High TE)
and  minimal low QC total error (Low TE)—are represented by the prediction profiler.
The  optimized factors are displayed on the x-axis. The y-axis displays the prediction
estimates and standard error when using the optimized conditions.
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Transformed AFP Concentration (log ng/mL)
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Fig. 5. Total error for quality controls during validation. Total error was  calcu-
lated and compared against the transformed QC concentrations (1250 (ULOQ), 1000
(HQC), 62.5 (MQC), 10 (LQC) and 3.5 (LLOQ) ng/mL). Total error was  highest at the
ULOQ and LLOQ (19.2 and 20.3, respectively), reduced at the HQC and LQC (7.8 and
9.4,  respectively) and lowest at the mid-point of the assay range or MQC  (5.4). The
total error estimates for High TE (dashed line) and Low TE (dotted line), calculated by
JMP  during DOE are graphed at approximately 31 and 40, respectively. All validation
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Fig. 6. Dilutional linearity testing. Samples were prepared with 100,000 ng/mL of
exogenous AFP and diluted 4.5-fold into 100% SCID beige/beige mouse plasma. For all

temperature (ART) and at 4 C is typically evaluated. However, the
C  total errors were within these estimates.

.3. DOE prediction confirmation of the finalized AFP biomarker
ssay format

To test the accuracy of the DOE prediction, AFP standards and
ve sets of QCs were run in duplicate and the observed results (TE
nd S:N) were compared against the predicted results. Total error
rediction at the high level (1000 ng/mL) and low level (3.5 ng/mL)
nd the signal to noise ratio at 2.52 ng/mL were (as stated above),
1.98 ± 19.36, 6.51 ± 33.48 and 4.21 ± 1.45, respectively; compared
o the observed results, which were 15.1 and 5.1 and 4.51. Each
bserved TE value was within the prediction limits as determined
y JMP  and were within ±27% of predicted.

.4. Partial validation accuracy and precision

A summary of the parameters and the corresponding results for
he partial validation of the Gyros AFP biomarker assay can be found
n Table 2. The first step in the validation was accuracy and precision
esting over three days by a single analyst. Fig. 4 shows a graphi-
al representation of the A&P data, comparing the transformed QC
oncentration against the total error. For this biomarker assay, the
redicted limits for the total error by JMP  were ∼40% and the a priori
cceptance criteria for the total error were <30% at the HQC, MQC
nd LQC and <40% at the ULOQ and LLOQ. All QC levels fell within
hese acceptance criteria (DQC total error was 7.9%; not shown)
nd, for the HQC and LLOQ, the observed total errors of 7.8 and
0.3% respectively, were within the statistical parameters set by
MP  DOE analysis (11.98 ± 19.36 and 6.51 ± 33.48). Also, the total
rror was lowest at the middle portion of the curve and increased as
he upper and lower ends were approached (Fig. 5). The parabolic
attern indicated that an appropriate assay range was selected. This
as particularly important, as sensitivity was required to detect
arly increases in AFP level and a higher ULOQ was  also desirable
o limit the number of sample dilutions.
samples within assay range, the %PDT was within ±15% (dotted lines) demonstrating
acceptable dilutional linearity.

3.5. Partial validation dilutional linearity/hook effect and
carry-over

AFP concentrations in orthotopic mice were predicted to extend
into the mg/mL  range, necessitating the ability to dilute samples
into the range of the assay and to determine if samples would
need to be monitored for a prozone hook effect. During dilutional
linearity testing, five of the samples containing exogenous AFP
(1097.4–2.68 ng/mL) were within the range of the assay, while the
final AFP sample (0.59 ng/mL) was  below the quantitative limit
(BQL). Hook effect sample concentrations were all above the quan-
titative limit (AQL) and a hook effect was not observed (data not
shown). Dilutional linearity was confirmed to ∼37,000-fold based
on the %PDT—all samples within assay range had values between
−10 and 8. As shown in Fig. 4, plotting 1/dilution against the AFP
concentration illustrates the linear relationship of the data with
an r2 value of 0.999 and the average dilution factor between the
calculated concentrations was 4.39 (Fig. 6).

The predicted AFP study sample concentrations necessitated the
investigation of possible carry-over during sample delivery by the
Gyrolab needles. Testing demonstrated that blank samples, deliv-
ered after samples containing high AFP concentrations, returned
to near previously established baseline levels (Fig. 7). The Gyro-
lab uses ten needles–eight for sample delivery and two for reagent
delivery. By grouping the samples in sets of eight, we ensured that
the needles would be exposed to all three sample conditions in the
appropriate order: blank, high analyte concentration, blank. Due to
the small amount of AFP carry-over in combination with the high
concentration of plasma in the samples (25%), CVs for sample repli-
cates were monitored and the emergence of any upward trends in
%CV would lead to the initiation of a needle cleaning protocol.

3.6. Partial validation stability testing

During analysis, samples may  be left on the bench top or stored
for short periods of time at 4 ◦C during run preparation. Multiple
rounds of freezing can also occur if repeat analysis is called for due
to run failure. For process temperature stability during plate based
validations, the total error of HQC and LQC samples at ambient room

◦

Gyrolab presents a unique microenvironment. The temperature
within the Gyrolab instrument becomes significantly warmer than
ART, leading to possible degradation of samples during extended
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Fig. 7. Carry-over testing. Gyrolab needles were initially desorbed to remove any
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uns. Therefore, process temperature stability was examined in
FP-containing samples under the following conditions: freshly
repared, 4 h at ART, 4 h at 4 ◦C, 24 h at 4 ◦C and 5 h inside the
unning Gyrolab. The %PDT ranges for the samples tested at these
onditions were 3–17% at the HQC and −15 to 0% at the LQC. The
esults of the freeze–thaw stability testing are shown in Fig. 8. The
PDT ranges for the freeze–thaw samples were −8 to 17 at the HQC
nd −1 to 10 at the LQC, well within the acceptance criteria of ±30%.

.7. In-study performance and results
The robustness of an assay is more thoroughly understood dur-
ng sample analysis. This can be assessed by pass/fail rates and by

onitoring the performance of the standards and QCs in-study.
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This data is also useful to compare back to the statistically deter-
mined DOE total error values, as it represents an overall increase in
variability (time, reagent lot variability, etc.) and provides more
information on the accuracy of the prediction. Analysis of >400
samples over 24 CD runs, resulted in total error values of 9.2, 8.0
and 10.2 for the HQC, MQC, and LQC, respectively. The assay had a
pass rate of 100% with the deactivation of 3 individual QCs, one at
each level, for the entire study. Prior to analysis of study samples,
we measured AFP concentrations in ten normal SCID beige/beige
mice. All individuals had AFP levels that were below the LLOQ of
the assay (<2.52 ng/mL). In comparison, AFP levels in ten ortho-
topic mice ranged between 1300 and 230,000 ng/mL after ten days
of vehicle treatment and 487,000 and 5,860,000 ng/mL after thirty
days of vehicle treatment (data not shown).

4. Discussion

We  have developed a microimmunoassay on the Gyrolab plat-
form that is suitable for pre-clinical drug development. Specifically,
we applied fit-for-purpose biomarker assay validation principles
to ensure that the resulting assay was  reliable enough to inform
decisions regarding compound efficacy and accurately describe
drug exposure-response relationships. In this process, antibodies
were carefully selected and assay conditions were optimized using
multi-factorial DOE. To test the suitability of the resulting method
for the purposes at hand, a partial validation of key analytical fac-
tors was  performed, and the assay was used to measure samples
from a mouse orthotopic tumor model of HCC.

Antibody screening was relatively straightforward, as the ana-
lyte is well established, reagents are available through multiple
vendors, and the natural protein exists in sufficient quantities to
prepare reference standards. The screening process yielded two
pairs that demonstrated acceptable dose-dependency and pro-
vided robust assay signals at the highest standard concentration.
In order to select the final assay format, we evaluated assay sig-
nal at the low standard concentration compared to blank (S:N),
matrix tolerance, and binding properties on the column. From these
parameters we determined that A3 was the best pair with a S:N
ratio 2-fold higher than D3. A3 behaved similarly across all matrices
tested (plasma and serum), while D3 was unable to detect AFP in the
presence of EDTA plasma (data not shown). The final characteris-
tic, peak shape, was  somewhat subjective; however, the instrument
permits the user to visualize the binding reaction. For A3, the data
demonstrated the prototypic peak—a sharp increase in signal at
the leading edge followed by a relatively rapid decrease in binding.
Understanding how to read and interpret these images can provide
important information when choosing antibody pairs during assay
development. However, emphasis on the peak shape should always
be evaluated in the context of other performance characteristics
including relative accuracy and precision of the assay standards
and QCs.

Once the pair was  identified, multi-factorial DOE was applied to
define key assay factors. The optimization process incorporated a
combination of screening design and response surface methodol-
ogy using not only S:N ratio from the standard curve, but also total
error calculated for quality controls. This output parameter is more
realistic than using a standard curve alone and provides increased
confidence in the estimates because it is more reflective of a true
sample. The reliability of these estimates was  confirmed in all three
phases following optimization (prediction confirmation, pre-study
validation, and in-study validation). One of the major advantages

of using DOE is to identify conditions that improve the robustness
of the assay. Pass rate is a reliable indicator of the relative robust-
ness of the method and this assay has a 100% pass rate applying
the industry standard 4-6-X approach to acceptance/rejection. The
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ther validation parameters (bench top stability, freeze thaw sta-
ility, and linearity) were acceptable for the intended purpose and
tage of drug development. A unique aspect of the Gyrolab is the
bility to process five CDs worth of samples in one run. However,
ince the instrument processes only one CD at a time, samples could
otentially sit on the Gyrolab between ∼20 min  to 5 h before being
elivered to the CD microstructures. The current hardware does not
ave a temperature controlled environment, so bench top stability
ust incorporate an evaluation of time on the Gyrolab instrument

o adequately simulate the testing environment. AFP demonstrated
o obvious trends or changes in immune-reactivity following a 5
D run.

. Conclusion

Taken together, the results show that the integration of DOE
nd Gyros technology facilitated rapid and successful method
evelopment (6 days from antibody screen to DOE prediction
onfirmation). The total run time of roughly 1 h enables faster
evelopment, as multiple experiments can be executed in a single
ay. The Gyrolab software wizard interface provides an easy-to-use
echanism for entering the different combinations of conditions

efined during DOE. The on-board liquid handling reduces the
ikelihood of technical errors and increases pipetting speed. The

ombination of software and hardware has reduced many of the
arriers of implementing DOE into immunoassay development,
hile the reduction in volume requirements allows for more infor-
ation being obtained from limited quantity samples.
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